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Toyotomi Training Institute

Created in early YE 43, the Toyotomi Training Institute (TTI) is designed to integrate Helashio and other
former slaves to live independently in a free society.

History

After the Third Battle Of Nataria and the Battle Of Glimmergold that ended the Kuvexian War, Second
Chance Salvage Corporation commenced one of their largest salvage giveaways to celebrate the victory.
Like every other citizen of the Yamatai Star Empire, Mikael Harris participated to see what scraps he
would usually get to sale. Much to his amazement, he instead got himself several Helashio in boxes,
complete with slave collars. This was a standard practice back when the Lorath Matriarchy were still in
power, keeping the Helashio enslaved.

If Mikael was a less than honorable individual, he would have sent them into storage off Yamatai (Planet)
and wait for his eventual retirement to start his harem. But he instead had a strong hatred for slavery
and thankful that his place of citizenship had outlawed it for themselves awhile back. So, with his own
funds, he found as many other listings of Helashio slaves Second Chance had listed for release and
purchased their release to him (as well as a few other individuals).

Now with an even larger number of Helashio to be set free, he realized that it wasn't such a good idea to
blindly set them free. As they were trained to be slaves, they were highly susceptible to the more suspect
members of society. The last thing he wanted was for them to end up going to the brothels because it
was the only thing they happen to know. They were going to need to be trained on how to act as
independent individuals so if they still choose to go to the brothel, it is of their own volition.

Getting in touch with a few corporate contacts he had (largely within Yugumo Corporation and Ryu
Keiretsu), Mikael was able to secure funding to start a training institute named after a minor figure in
pushing for the abolitionist of slavery. While he could have simply hired tutors for all the Helashio he
freed, he was looking long term to a need within the Empire.

As he was still currently active duty and often away from Yamatai, he hired his friend Victor Maier to
supervise it all on his behalf. Already owning a small private security firm as a bouncer, he was a the
natural pick to keep his new friends safe.

Description

The institute is currently located within a rented out office level within an office tower. It is split into three
sections: the administration offices to the left side of the level, class and meeting rooms on the right side
of the level (making up the majority of the space), and the reception area/commons in the middle with
the entrance.
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Transportation

The Toyotomi Training Institute is conveniently located centrally within Ternifac in office space donated
by the Fuji Corporation. It can be easily accessed by public transportation or with a privately owned
vehicle.

People

There are primarily two types of people at the Toyotomi Training Institute: staff and students. As the
institute is new, the staff is limited (largely semi-sapient gynoids and androids) and 8 Helashios (7 female
and 1 male) as of YE43 7月.

Staff Positions

The following are major staff positions at the TTI:

Headmaster: Mikael Harris, remote
Head Instructor: Victor Maier, temp
Corporate Liaison: Victor Maier, temp
Head of Security: Victor Maier

Openings

Headmaster
Head Instructor
Corporate Liason

Characters

Here's an automatic list of all characters currently in this place (based on structured data from their
character pages).

Nothing found

RP Opportunities

At the Toyotomi Training Institute, players can do the following:

Develop a Helashio former slave for a post-slavery life.
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Local Rumors

The following are rumors surrounding the location:

The TTI is actually a pipeline for sex workers.

OOC Notes

Demibear created this article on 2022/01/11 15:52.
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